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They Laughed When We Told Them to Overeat...But When They Started Shedding Pounds

Like Crazy!It's no secret that the Mediterranean meals to your health diet can help you lose 2

pounds of ugly fat a week and ditch your sugar cravings in just 7 days.No, you don’t need to

spend your money on pills, mail-order sensations, or some kind of celebrity diet. If nothing has

worked for you until now, what you really need is simply a new weight loss system that is so

easy, that virtually works all by itself.Stop counting calories. Stop dieting. Stop watching what

you eat. Stop feeling deprived.All you need to know is what foods you need to avoid and what

foods to swap for other foods. By following this system, you’ll not only lose weight, you’ll have

more energy, lower your blood pressure, and even improve your cholesterol levels, all without

drugs and without giving up your favorite foods.FREE Bonus: Custom 28-Day Meal Plan!The

meals to your health meal planner helps you create meal plans tailored to you, so you can get

to your goals quickly. All plans are designed to match your preferences, budget, cooking ability,

and your lifestyle.Once you have your plan, go shopping and follow the recipes to achieve your

goals with no further effort. Never worry about what you should or shouldn’t eat.The diet can

be adjusted to fit with any eating style, including low carb, gluten free, vegetarian, vegan,

diabetic, and much more using the comprehensive options menu.You’ll be able to print menus,

shopping lists, and easy to follow recipes, and there is so much variety you’ll never get tired of

eating the same things.All you need to do is relax and enjoy your favorite foods and let us take

care of the rest.How Can You Eat So Much And Shed Pounds Like Crazy?The Mediterranean

meals to your health diet secret is in the combination of foods you eat every day.You'll enjoy

many lean meats, sweet fruits, indulgent pasta, sauces, desserts, and lot of snacks. (Even at

night while watching TV)Everything is at your favorite grocery. You don’t have to buy special

foods, or go to specialty stores to find them.Enjoy The Foods You LoveLet's face it; following

most diets (especially fad diets) means turning all of your eating habits upside down.Not so

with the Mediterranean meals to your health diet, you can still enjoy the foods you love

because no one is forcing you to change.There is no strict meal plan, you will never feel

deprived or be bored with your meals.This is how the Mediterranean meals to your health helps

you drop extra weight so fast, with no effort or deprivation.All-in-One Solution to Achieve

Amazing Results...You’ll discover the best secrets to lower your risk of cancer, heart disease,

diabetes, stroke, and Alzheimer’s disease.You'll discover how to lower your blood sugar, LDL

cholesterol, and high blood pressure in days without drugs.You’ll receive more than 70

deliciously simple recipes arranged in an easy to read cookbook.You’ll receive a list of 150+

foods with detailed explanations of why you should or shouldn’t eat them.You’ll find out how to

organize your daily meals with the grocery shopping tour.You'll get all the benefits from a

variety of diets, including: DASH diet, Paleo diet, low carb diet, gluten free diet, and alkaline

diet.Designed for easy, permanent resultsAs you can clearly see, the reason the

Mediterranean meals to your health diet works is simple: You'll always eat.And here's the best

part...Once you lose those excess pounds, you can keep them off. For good!If this sounds too

good to be true, give it a try. Just one day of your new lifestyle and you’ll wonder how you ever

managed without it.
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Kathy Hedgecorth, “I love this book and highly recommend it. I love this book and highly

recommend it! Enrico and Valerie do a great job of laying everything out in such a way that it is

easy to read and follow. This isn't just another book about diets, it is a sensible plan based on

good nutrition and real life situations. The food list includes a column with useful tips about

which foods to avoid for acid reflux (this alone helped me to get a better night's rest) and other

health issues that are common these days. The recipes are creative and simple and use food

in ways that I would not have thought of. My diet had become very difficult with various

restrictions, such as no gluten, no dairy, limited fruit, etc., and I had a list of foods that I could

eat, but no menu plan or portion sizes. I was constantly researching the internet for diet plans.

Most of what I found included a couple of things, but after that it was boring, or recipes that

included things that were hard to find and complicated. I love to cook, but simply don't always

have the time and I would often end up skipping breakfast or lunch because I just didn't want to

figure it out. My meals have become much more simple and fun after reading their book! I had

completely lost track of the idea that a slice of gluten-free toast with almond butter on it was

okay to eat and good for me, too. The salad dressing recipe is the best, and the detox waters at

the end of the book are perfect. Veggies are so much more interesting with a good dressing,

and drinking water for me can be hard because it gets boring. I actually have a number of their

other books and would recommend anything that they write.”

C. Blackburn, “Excellent Tool for a Healthy Lifestyle. This book is an excellent tool to

incorporate the Mediterranean (food) lifestyle into your current lifestyle. It’s filled with easy,

minimal ingredient step by step delicious recipes, it explains the basic philosophy, why it works,

and tips to handle every day challenges.This is a quick and easy read. I read it a few times

now, and pick up some new tidbit of information or tip each time. There are so many great one-

liners of encouragement, it helps to just skim through and read random lines that catch your

eye. In addition, the customized 28 day plan is a great way to jump start your journey. It does

get easier as I go along. I never would have thought that my mouth would be watering when

chopping fresh veggies for my salad, or that I would crave vegetables, but here I am – it really

works.  Each step builds on the last step and reinforces the basic principles.”

Village crafter, “Enjoyed reading the book and all the interesting recipes. Enjoyed reading the

book and all the interesting recipes, they are helping my family is start eating healthy. Recipes

are easy to make and so delicious--you eat all day so you are never hungry. Wish I had bought



it sooner.”

Joan Maier, “This book is an excellent tool and makes live so simple. This book is an excellent

tool and makes life so simple. The recipes are easy and very tasty. Easy to follow and should

be a must book in every household.”

Wilma Jo Flaherty, “Five Stars. Love this program”

The book by Enrico Forte has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 10 people have provided feedback.
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